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1. requirements for the installation:
 1 x Opel-car with current Astra-H CID
 a set of Torx-screwdrivers
 as set of small inbus keys
 drilling machine
 soldering iron
 take-out clamps for the Opel-Radio
 CID-Interface V4.2

2. component list of OES-Base kit:

these components must be present in the OES-Base kit:

 CID-Interface with shielded SubD-15 pole connector
 30-pole, flexible jumper cable (1 mm pitch)
 installation manual with pin description
these components are available as option:

 cable set from SubD-15 pole to SCART
 FM-Modulator with cable set
 12V-power supply connector with fuse (cigar lighter)
 specific set of cables depending on used video device
 FBAS->RGB converter with cable set
 VGA->RGB converter with cable set
important: Up to now the CID-Interface has been tested only with the CIDtypes shown in the appendix! Trying to connect the CID-Interface
to a CID that looks different to those in the appendix may result in
damaging the CID!
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fig. 2: CID-Interface V4.2 with shielded video cable

general hints for the installation:

Because working on the electrical system of the car, the battery must be
disconnected for safety reasons!
To do so, at least the negative pole of the battery must be disconnected and secured
not to make contact accidentally. When disconnecting the battery, the saved
addresses and radio stations of the navigation system will not be deleted, just the
settings of board computer (BC1 and BC2) will be lost.
Generally, when connecting or disconnecting the main battery, no person must be
inside the car, because a malfunction could theoretically ignite the airbag and harm.

This installation manual refers to an Astra-H, but the progress of the installation on
any other current Opel car with a CID is basically the same.

The operation of the OES while driving may distract the driver from the traffic and is
forbidden by law (in Germany)!
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3. removing the gloves box:
In order to install later the video device (e.g. DVB-T receiver) inside the gloves box, it
must be removed first . This is done by unscrewing the 4 Torx-screws as displayed in
figure 3 and then pulling the gloves box out.

As soon as the gloves box becomes lose, the connector for the lamp must be pulled
off before removing the gloves box completely.

fig. 3: removing the gloves box
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4. removing the EHU:

Next the EHU (Entertainment Head Unit, e.g. Navi70, CDC40 etc.) must be taken
out. First, the 4 small inbus screws (figure 4, red arrows) must be removed from the
holes, then the whole radio unit must be pulled out using both take-out clamps. The
take-out clamps can be obtained e.g. at Conrad Electronic (www.conrad.de).

fig. 4: removing the EHU

Before taking out the EHU completely, all connectors on the rear side must be
unplugged.

Caution: most connectors are protected by a slider, lever or push button from
unplugging accidentally, you must not use force unconnecting them to avoid damage.
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5. removing the heater/aircon module:

After removing the EHU you can continue to remove the heater/aircon module.
Both clamps on the top side (figure 5, red arrows) must be slightly lifted and then the
whole module can be clicked out of the frame (figure 5, white arrow).

fig. 5: removing the heating/aircon module

After the module becomes lose, both connectors on the rear side need to be
unplugged before removing the module completely.
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6. removing the middle console frame:

In order to get access to the CID, the middle console frame must be removed. Start
with unscrewing both Torx-screws directly above the ash tray (figure 6, red arrows).

fig. 6: removing the middle console 1

After the screws have been removed, the whole frame is held by 4 clamps only (see
figure 7).
Both bottom clamps should be clicked out first by using a screwdriver and pushing
them gently to the outside (figure 7, yellow arrows). Then the middle console frame
should be grabbed on both sides on the top and pulled out of the two remaining
clamps that cannot be seen from the outside (figure 7, red circles).
This task requires a little bit of force, so you should pull equal on both sides not to
break the plastic frame.
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fig. 7: removing the middle console frame 2

As soon as the frame becomes loose, the connector for the switch row must be
unplugged before taking out the frame completely.

7. removing the CID:

The next step is to remove the CID itself by unscrewing both Torx-screws on the
bottom side of the CID-frame (see figure 8, red arrows). Then the whole CID can be
pulled out of the dashboard as shown in figure 8 (white arrow).

If this is done you just have to unplug both connectors on the rear side of the CID
and the middle console looks like in figure 9.
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fig. 8: removing the Colour Info Display (CID)

fig. 9: middle console with removed CID
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8. removing the black CID-frame:

The black frame mounted on the CID can be easily removed by pulling the plastic
clamps (figure 10, red arrows) gently away from the CID and sliding the frame down.

fig. 10: removing the black CID-frame

fig. 11: front view of the CID
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9. opening the CID:

In order to build in the CID-Interface, the CID must be opened now. The 4 Torxscrews on the rear shielding plate must be unscrewed to take it off (see figure 12, red
arrows).

Hint: the following work must be done with special care not to destroy the CID!
You should discharge yourself from electrostatic energy by touching e.g. the water
pipe prior to open the CID. Also you should not wear clothes that support charging
with electrostatic energy like wool pullovers etc.

fig. 12: rear view of the CID
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10. disassembling the CID:

After removing the rear shield plate of the CID you can see the CID-controller board
and the 30-pole jumper cable that has to be splitted (figure 13, red arrow).

fig. 13: view of the CID-controller board and the jumper cable

As next the CID-controller board has to be taken out of the CID.
In order to do that you must first unplug the power connector for the TFT-display (if
present) bellow (figure 13, yellow arrow) and flip the controller board by 180° to the
top as shown in figure 14.
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fig. 14: rear view of the CID with flipped controller board

Now you have to remove the next shielding plate by clicking it out from the 4 clamps
marked with the red arrows in figure 14 and flip it carefully over the controller board.

Now you can see the 30-pole jumper cable connected to the TFT-display.

To pull out this cable, you must push the brown slider of the connector away from the
connector in parallel to unlock the jumper cable (see figure 15, red arrows). This can
be done with the fingertips of both hands.
Then the original jumper cable can be pulled out of the connector with no force.

Now the new jumper cable from the OES-Base kit must be pushed into this connector
and locked with the brown slider by pushing it towards the connector. It is absolutely
necessary to insert the new jumper cable into the connector in parallel until the end of
its travel. It must not be skewed, otherwise it might cause a short and destroy the
CID!
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fig. 15: 30-pole connector with locking slider of the TFT-display

fig. 16: connecting the new jumper cable into the TFT-connector
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11. installing the new jumper cable:

Because the new jumper cable is too long, it must be folded as shown in figure 17. It
does not harm the jumper cable if it is folded.
The free end of the jumper cable should near to the top of plastic frame approx. 3-4
cm in vertical position.

fig. 17: folded jumper cable

If this is done, the shielding plate can be inserted again and the new jumper cable
and the power cord of the TFT-display must be put through the holes of the shielding
plate as shown in figure 18 (red arrows).

The free end of the jumper cable (approx. 1cm) can now be bended by 90° to
horizontal position.
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fig. 18: inserting the shielding plate into the CID

Next the controller board of the CID can be inserted again. The original jumper cable
that is still connected to the controller board must also be folded as shown in figure
19 (yellow arrow) to bring the open end directly bellow the end if the new jumper wire
coming from the TFT-display.

Also the power cord (figure 19, red arrow) must be connected again (if present) into
the female connector of the controller board. It fits only in one way.

After folding the original jumper wire of the controller board, you should verify if it still
sits properly inside the connector and if it is not skewed.
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fig. 19: inserting the controller board of the CID

12. connecting the video cable through the rear shield plate:

Before installing the CID-Interface, the video cable must be led through the rear
shielding plate of the CID.
Unfortunately there is no possibility to lead the video cable into the CID between the
rear shielding plate the metal frame of the CID, because there is not enough space.

There are two possibilities to lead the video cable through the rear shielding plate:

 the video cable must be unsoldered from all 11 solder pads of the CIDInterface and put through one of the 4 Torx-screw holes. Afterwards the
video cable must be soldered again to the 11 solder pads of the CIDInterface (figure 20, red circle). This is not difficult because all wires
have a different colour and the pin description ca be found in the
appendix.
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 A hole must be drilled out or cut out of the rear shielding plate to create
enough space to put the video cable into the CID.
Because this solution would damage the rear shielding plate of the CID,
the first solution is recommended, unless there is really no possibility of
soldering.

fig. 20: video cable led through a Torx-screw hole of the rear CID shielding plate
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13. installing the CID -Interface:

Before installing the CID-Interface from the OES-Base kit, a sufficient isolation must
be prepared to avoid contact between the CID-Interface and the CID controller board,
otherwise a short might damage or destroy the CID during operation.

As isolation you can use e.g. thick paper or thick plastic foil that has to be cut
approximately according to the shape of the CID-Interface (see figure 21).

Hint: do never use aluminium foil or a too thin plastic foil to avoid a risk of a short
between the CID-Interface and the controller board!

fig. 21: installed CID-Interface V4.2 with thick plastic foil beneath for isolation
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After preparing the isolation, both jumper cables must be connected to the
connectors of the CID-Interface: the TFT-jumper cable on top, the controller board
cable on the bottom (see figure 21).
The jumper cables must not cross themselves or be swapped by 180°!

Both connectors does have a locking slider that must be pushed out first before
inserting a jumper cable. When inserting the jumper cables into the connectors, take
care that they are not skewed and fully inserted! Then push the slider back towards
the connector to lock it.
The slider might not be locked properly in the middle, so it is recommended to push
the middle of the slider with a small screwdriver towards the connector to assure
proper locking.

fig. 22: connecting both jumper cables to the CID-Interface
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If this is done, the CID can be closed again:
The CID-Interface should now be held in position by the jumper cables and be in
horizontal position directly above the isolation.
Now put on the rear shielding plate carefully without moving the CID-Interface out of
its position and fix it by the 4 Torx-screws.

If everything is right, the shielding plate can be inserted with a low force and the
video cable goes out of the CID as shown in figure 23.

fig. 23: modified CID with outgoing video cable
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14. installing the CID back into the middle console frame:

After the modification and clipping the front frame back to the CID, it needs to be
installed again into the car. The shielded video cable can now be pushed through the
hole behind the CID`s final position down behind the gloves box (see figure 24, red
arrows).
There is enough space to grab the video cable with your hands to pull it through.

fig. 24: reinsertion of the CID

After that both connectors of the CID (figure 24, yellow arrows) must be reconnected
to the CID. Then the CID must be pushed into its original position and screwed with
the two Torx-screws.
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In order to execute the first test run, you need to connect the car battery again.
When opening the driver’s door, the usual Opel-logo etc. should appear in the CID.
Pay special attention to the colours of the CID-display, they must not be strange or
missing.
If this test looks OK, the CID-Interface with its jumper cables seems to be installed
correctly and the battery must be disconnected again to continue the installation.

If you should not see any picture in the CID even after switching on the ignition or the
colours are not displayed correctly, the CID has to be removed again for rechecking.
Please refer to chapter “troubleshooting”.

If the first test was successful and the battery was disconnected again, the middle
console frame, the heater/aircon module as well as the EHU can be installed again in
opposite removing order.

After this is done, the battery can be connected again to perform a proper functional
test of the OES-Base kit.

15. functional test of the OES-Base kit:

A full functional test of the OES-Base kit is only possible when connecting a video
device to it. Because generally all video devices such as DVD-Player, DVB-TReceiver, analogue TV-Tuner, Playstation etc. can be connected to the OES, the
following connection procedure depends on the used equipment.

Normally just the power supply connectors and the provided video signal type differs
between the video devices.

As next the three most usual video signal types are introduced to provide better
understanding.
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 RGB: this video signal format transports the colours red, green, blue and the
sync-signal via its own wires. This video signal format provides good quality
and is supported by the most video devices that are equipped with a SCARTconnector. Because the CID can only accept this video signal type, such video
device can be directly connected with an adapter cable SCART->SubD male
(see figure 25, red circles) with the SubD-female connector of the OES-Base
kit. Additionally, also the power supply for the CID-Interface and a few control
signals has to be applied at this connector.

 FBAS (composite): this video signal format mixes all three colours and the
sync-signal down to a single wire (mostly a yellow chinch connector on the
video device). This makes the distribution of a video signal simple (only one
chinch cable required), but the quality is worse than the RGB-standard. The
display device has to separate all three colours and the sync-signal from the
mixed signal and that creates a loss in the picture quality.
Unfortunately, most of the 12V-car-DVD-Players cannot supply the RGBstandard but only the FBAS-standard (yellow chinch connector).

Because the CID cannot convert the FBAS-video signal, a RGB->FBAS
converter (LEK-CCR2SRGB, figure 32) must be used to regenerate a RGBvideo signal from a FBAS-video signal. An adapter cable that connects the
RGB-output of the converter with the SubD-female connector of the OES-Base
kit can be ordered separately. The video device is then simply connected with
a chinch cable with the FBAS-input of the converter.

 VGA: equally to the RGB standard, all three colours red, green and blue are
transported via its own wire, but the sync-signal is divided into V-Sync and HSync. Although theoretically both horizontal and vertical synchronisation
signals can be merged together with low efforts to generate the RGB-Csync
signal, most video devices with VGA-outputs such as laptop computers
cannot provide a standard PAL resolution and frequency.
Therefore mostly the use of a VGA->RGB converter is required to display
VGA-video with the CID (e.g. Grand Hand View II, see figure 31).
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Hint: generally video devices that provides RGB-output (mostly SCART connector)
should be preferably used rather than video devices with FBAS- or VGA-output
because of the better video quality. Also then it is not necessary to use a FBAS>RGB converter or VGA->RGB converter.
Attention must be paid to the fact, that the SCART-connector can also transport
FBAS and S-VHS video signals, so the technical documentation of a video device
must be checked if it really can provide RGB-signals!

If more than one FBAS-video devices are to be connected to the OES-Base
kit, only one FBAS->RGB converter is needed if the video source will be
selected before the signal is fed into the converter.

fig. 25: adapter cable with power supply and audio output for the FM-Modulator
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This manual describes the installation of a DVB-T Receiver Technisat Digipal 1.
The receiver is equipped with a 12V-power supply connector and a SCARTconnector with RGB-outputs.

In order to test the OES-Base kit, the SCART-connector (figure 25, right red circle)
and the small 12V-power connector (figure 25, yellow circle) have to be plugged into
the DVB-T receiver. The female SubD-connector (figure 25, left red circle) has to be
connected to the SubD-male connector of the OES-Base kit.
As next, the ignition or the radio has to be switched on and the CID must display the
usual Opel-logo and the main screen.

Now, the 12V-power connector (figure 25, blue circle) can be plugged into the car’s
12V-power socket (cigar lighter) and the DVB-T receiver should boot and get ready
after few seconds. As soon as the Digipal 1 is ready, the display of the CID should
switch to the external video source. Switching to the channel list with the remote of
the Digipal 1 should display a screen like in figure 26 with correct colours.

For this first test it is not necessarily required to connect the antenna and the FMmodulator. If problems occur at this stage, please refer to chapter “troubleshooting”.

fig. 26: channel list of the Digipal 1 with correct colours shown in the CID
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16. installation of the video device:

If the first test was successful, you can proceed with the installation of the video
device.
All necessary components like FM-modulator, video device(s), power supply and
possibly the FBAS->RGB converter must be stowed. Because normally the video
device(s) must be accessible to the user, the glove box seems to be the best place to
stow these things.

The complete cable set in this manual for the Digipal 1 requires a hole somewhere at
the back of the gloves box that is big enough to put the necessary wires through to
the inside (figure 27). All small devices like the FM-Modulator or the FBAS->RGB
converter (if used) can be stowed somewhere behind the gloves box.
I recommend to wrap the devices into something soft (e.g. foil with air bubbles) and
put them into a free space on the left side of the gloves box behind the radio. Thus
the devices are fixed and do not rattle during driving.

fig. 27: hole at the back side of the gloves box to put all necessary wires through
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In this manual only the FM-modulator (figure 33) for the audio transmission has to be
stowed behind the gloves box and connected to the cable set (figure 25, green
circle). The power supply connector for the FM-Modulator is not shown in figure 25!

Now the SubD-male connector of the OES-Base kit has to be plugged into the SubDfemale connector of the adapter cable (figure 25, left red circle). The SCARTconnector and both 12V-power supply connectors (figure 25, blue and yellow circle)
need to be put through the new hole into the gloves box.

Alternatively you can start inside the gloves box and put the SubD-female connector
and the audio cinch wire through the new hole and connect then to the OES-Base kit
and the FM-modulator. In this order the hole at the rear side of the gloves box can be
smaller due to the smaller SubD-connector.

The 12V-power supply connector (figure 25, blue circle) that supplies the power for
the FM-modulator, the DVB-T receiver and the OES-Base kit can simply stay inside
the gloves box if the OES is not in use or can be plugged into the car’s 12V power
socket to switch on the OES. The CID should switch to the external video device only
if the DVB-T receiver is switched on, not in standby-mode.

Instead of connecting to the car’s 12V-power socket with the power supply connector,
you can also join another 12V-supply of the car, e.g. the VDA-connector of the
cellphone-preparation (if available) or directly the wires of the 12V-power socket
bellow the cigar lighter.
The VDA-connector supplies all necessary signals like GND (Kl.31), 12V (Kl.30) and
Ignition (Kl.15).
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Hint: When leaving the vehicle for a long time (hours or days), the power supply of
the video device(s) and the FM-modulator must be unconnected from the car’s 12Vpower!
Even in standby-mode of the DVB-T receiver and the FM-modulator these devices
draw enough current to discharge the car battery within few days or less. When using
an alternative 12V-power supply, e.g. the VDA-connector (GND and 12V), a switch
must be used to disconnect the power for the video device(s).
If Ignition (Kl.15) is used as power supply for the OES, the power will automatically
be disconnected when the ignition is switched off. On the other side the OES cannot
be used with the ignition switched off!

17. connecting the DVB-T antenna:

As DVB-T antenna for the Digipal 1 or other DVB-T receivers, the antenna of the
cellphone preparation (roof antenna) can be used if available in the car. A suitable
adapter cable (FAKRA-connector) is available as option (figure 28).
If the adapter cable should be too short, a common 75 Ohm coaxial antenna wire
(1m) can be used for extension.

fig. 28: adapter cable fort he DVB-T antenna for cars with cellphone preparation
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These FAKRA-adapter cables are expensive and can also be bought in several car
accessories stores or in the internet. Alternatively the FAKRA-connector of the roof
antenna wire (cellphone preparation) can simply be cut and a common 75 Ohm
coaxial connector that fits into the DVB-T receiver antenna input can be connected to
the antenna cable.

Hint: The roof antenna of the cellphone preparation is actually not designed for the
DVB-T-reception (ca. 450-850 MHz), but for the GSM-reception (ca. 1900 MHz). A
sufficient signal strength can be reached only in cities with strong transmitters.

The DVB-T-reception can be improved with an antenna amplifier (e.g. Wittenberg
DVB-T Verstärker Mini 30dB).

If the cellphone preparation is not available, an aftermarket antenna for DVB-T
reception can be used. These antennas are available in most car accessories stores
and are either passive (no amplifier) or active (with amplifier). You should expect
better results with proper active DVB-T car antennas than the car roof antenna.

Best results can be achieved with a high performance diversity antenna consisting of
two DVB-T antennas and two amplifiers which automatically select the antenna with
best reception..

18. finalising the installation:

If all video devices and wires have been stowed in or behind the gloves box, it can be
installed into the car again. Before pushing the gloves box back completely, the
connector for the gloves box lamp must be reconnected again. Finally it must be
fixed with the 4 Torx-screws (see figure 3).

Congratulations! Your car is now equipped with the

Onboard Entertainment System
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19. recommended devices:

The following video devices have been successfully tested with the OES so far:

 DVB-T-receiver:
o Technisat Digipal 1 (see figure 29, red arrow):
SCART-connector with RGB, 12V- power supply, good reception

o Technotrend SCART-TV (see figure 30)
SCART-connector with RGB, 12V- power supply, small enough to be
stowed behind the gloves box!

 DVD-player:
o Audiovox AVD 201 (see figure 30, yellow arrow)
FBAS-output, 12V-power supply, IR-remote

o MICROMAXX MM 80514 portable DVD-player:
SCART-connector (!), 12V-power supply, IR-remote

 FBAS -> RGB-converter:
o LEK-CCR2SRGB (see figure 32)
one SCART-connector, 8V-power supply, one FBAS-input

 DVB-T antenna:
o Roof antenna with Wittenberg DVB-T amplifier mini 30dB

o „Lorenzen SL DVB-T Fensterklemmantenne“ with Wittenberg DVB-T
amplifier mini 30dB (better reception than roof antenna)

 VGA -> RGB-converter:
o Grand Hand View II (see figure 31)
one RGB-output, one VGA-input, 5V-power supply, max. supported
resolution 1280x1024
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fig. 29: installation of a DVB-T-receiver and DVD-player in the gloves box

fig. 30: Technotrend DVB-T receiver with remote control and IR-receiver
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Fig. 31: VGA->RGB-converter Grand Hand View II

fig 32: FBAS->RGB-converter LEK-CCR2SRGB

fig 33: FM-Modulator with power supply and chinch inputs
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20. troubleshooting:

 problem: the usual screen of the EHU etc. (OES off) has strange colours
reason: probably one of the colour signals (red, green or blue) is not arriving
at the TFT-display
solution: remove the CID-Interface from the CID and examine the solder pads
of the FCC-connectors (30-pole), especially the pins 15-17. In case of a bad
joint try to resolder the particular pad. A skewed or not properly inserted
jumper cable might also be the reason.

 problem: the external video picture (OES on) has strange colours
reason: probably one of the colour signals (red, green or blue) is not arriving
at the TFT-display
solution: verify with a multimeter, if the video cable connections are not
interrupted somewhere. Use the pin description of the appendix. If that is OK,
the CID-Interface must be removed from the CID to examine the solder pads
of the FCC-connector (30-pole), especially the pins 19-21. In case of a bad
joint try to resolder the particular pad. A skewed or not properly inserted
jumper cable might also be the reason.

 problem: the OES does not switch to external video source
reason: the signal “extern video” is not supplied by the video source
solution: check the wiring, if the video source is switched on, you must
measure at least 4V at pin 8 of the SCART-connector and pin 10 of the SubDfemale connector (“Vid.on”-signal). If the voltage is not present but the cable is
OK, the video device does not support this function or it is deactivated
somewhere in the settings. Then a bridge must be made between the 12Vpower supply of the video device and pin 10 (Vid.on). This forces the CIDInterface to switch to external video mode immediately after applying power to
the video device.
Of course a switch can be used instead of a bridge to connect the 12V to pin
10 for switching into external video mode when required.
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 problem: no audio reproduction of the video source through the radio
reason: no power connected to the FM-modulator or FM-modulator not
switched on, no audio signal of the video device or radio not tuned to the
frequency of the FM-modulator
solution: check power supply and chinch connection of the FM-modulator, a
red LED must be on if power is applied. Verify if the volume of the video
device is not set to 0 or mute. For testing a simple walkman or Discman can
be connected to the FM-modulator to verify its function.
Tune the radio manually to the pre-set radio frequency of the FM-modulator. If
the sound should not be clear, you can try to set an alternative frequency
inside the FM-modulator and re-tune the radio again. Save the best working
frequency to memory in the radio to be able to access it quickly if desired.

advice when connecting a DVD-player: many DVD-players do have 5
chinch audio outputs (dolby digital). In the audio setup menu of the DVDplayer, the audio mode must be set to stereo and the FM-modulator must be
connected to the front channels (left/right).

 problem: CID stays dark after switching on the radio
reason: CID-Interface wrongly installed or wrongly wired or the PIC-controller
does not start up
solution: Check the wiring of the testpoints TP1-TP12 of the CID-Interface
and the pinout of the 15-pole SubD-connector. Especially the signal „Inp“ must
not be connected to GND or 12V (rather leave pin open), otherwise it will keep
the controller in RESET-condition and the controller will not work.
Mainly upgraders from V3.x to V4.2 must not connect this pin (TP5, fig. 34) to
the CID-Interface V4.2, because the old cable set used this pin (white wire) to
supply 12V-power to the CID-Interface V3.x.

The white wire can be cut just before it enters the shielded cable or inside the
SubD-15 connector.
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appendix
pin description of the OES-Base kit components

o pin description of the CID-Interface V4.2:

pin

signal

colour

TP1

Red

red

TP2

Blue

blue

TP3

Csync

yellow

TP4

Green

green

TP5

Inp

white

TP6

GND

Black

TP7

Mode1

Violet

TP8

Mode2

purple

TP9

Mode3

Grey

TP10

Vid.on

grey/purple

TP11

Mirror

Brown

TP12

Dim

blue/red

table 1: pin description CID-Interface V4.2

fig. 34: pin layout of the CID-Interface V4.2

o „Soft-Switching“-function:

If a signal (4V-15V) is applied to the Vid.on-signal, the CID –Interface switches
to external video mode. The switching does not occur immediately but the
CID-brightness is reduced gently to 0% within approx. 1s. Then the switching
occurs and afterwards the brightness is increased again to a value defined by
the “Dim” input (TP12). This looks professional as well as it prevents the CID
from visible flickering when switching to external video because at this stage
the brightness is reduced to 0%.
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Besides it is possible to freely reduce the brightness of the external video which is
useful for better adaptation in night time.

The brightness is adjusted proportionally to the applied voltage at the “Dim”-input
by a small PIC-controller mounted on the CID-Interface V4.2. The allowed voltage
range at the “Dim”-input is between 0V and 5V where 0V represents a brightness
of 0% (dark) and 5V a brightness of 100%. For simple control of the brightness a
potentiometer (5K) connected between GND and 5V (not 12V!) can be used. The
cursor pin of the pot provides then an adjustable voltage between 0-5V.

If the external dimming is not used, the “Dim”-signal can be left unconnected
because an internal pull-up resistor (100K) adjusts maximum brightness.

hint:
The maximum brightness of the CID is always limited by the current brightness
setting of the car which depends on the adjustment of the instruments cluster.

As soon as the brightness of the CID is dimmed by the car (when the lights are
switched on), the CID will also be dimmed in external video mode, even if the
input voltage at the “Dim”-signal is set to 5V (max. brightness).
In other words it is only possible to dim down the CID additionally in external
video mode, not to dim it up above the car setting!
Thus the full brightness range (0% to 100%) is only available when the headlights
are switched off.

All changes to the brightness made by the “Dim”-signal are attenuated, that
means if the “Dim”-signal is forced suddenly to GND, the brightness of the CID is
reduced gently within approx. 1s to 0%. If the signal is then forced to 5V or left
unconnected again, the brightness of the CID is then increased gently to the
preset value.

In this way the “Dim”-signal can be used easily for the “soft-switching”-function
when switching between different external video sources.
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o pin description of the 15-pole SubD-male connector (CID-Interface):

Pin 1

Pin 8

Pin 9

Pin 15

fig. 35: pin layout of the SubD-male connector

pin

signal

description

colour

1

Inp

reserved for future use

white

2

Free

3

Dim.

external dimming signal 0V-5V

blue/red

4

Free

5

Blue

video signal blue (RGB)

blue

6

Green

video signal green (RGB)

green

7

Red

video signal red (RGB)

red

8

Csync

video signal csync (RGB)

yellow

9

GND

GND CID-Interface

black

10

Vid.on

signal for switching to external video mode

grey/purple

11

Mode1

input 1 for the picture mode

violet

12

Mode2

input 2 for the picture mode

purple

13

Mode3

input 3 for the picture mode

grey

14

Mirror

signal for switching to mirror mode

brown

15

Free

table 2: pin description SubD 15-pole male connector of the CID-Interface V4.2

The signal voltage at pin 10 (Vid.on) must be between 4-15V to activate the function.
The “mirror”-signal mirrors the screen when a High-level (5V) is applied during
external video mode.
caution: upgraders from V3.x to V4.2 must not connect the signal “Inp” (white
wire) to the old cable set of the version V3.x! The wire must be cut either directly
at the CID-Interface or in the SubD-15 male or female connector.
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The following screen formats are configurable for the CID:
picture format

pin 13 (mode 3)

pin 12 (mode 2)

pin 11 (mode 1)

16x9 full
4x3 middle
16x9 wide
16x9 zoom a
16x9 zoom b
4x3 left
4x3 right
16x9 zoom c

open
open
open
open
5V
5V
5V
5V

open
open
5V
5V
Open
open
5V
5V

open
5V
open
5V
open
5V
open
5V

table 3: configurable screen formats of the CID

Because in most cases the 16x9 full mode is desired, the pins 11-13 can be left open
(low-level).
caution: never apply higher voltages than 5V except of pin 10 (Vid.on)!

o general pin description of a SCART-connector:

Pin 20

Pin 2

Pin 19
Pin 1
Pin 3
fig. 36: pin layout of a common SCART-connector
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function in cable set
SCART to SubD 15-pole

1

audio R output

audio output right channel (red cinchconnector for the FM-modulator)

2

audio R input

3

audio L output

audio output left channel (white cinchconnector for the FM-modulator)

4

audio GND

audio GND (shield of cinch-connector for the
FM-modulator)

5

RGB blue GND

6

audio L input

7

RGB blue

video signal blue to CID-Interface

8

switching signal ca. 6V/12V

ext. Video on signal

9

RGB green GND

10

data line 1

11

RGB green

12

data line 2

13

RGB red or S-video chrominance GND

14

switching signal GND

15

RGB red or S-video chrominance

16

RGB-switching signal

17

FBAS or S-video luminance GND

18

RGB-switching signal GND

19

FBAS or S-video luminance output

20

FBAS or S-video luminance input

video signal green to CID-Interface

video signal red to CID-Interface

video signal GND to CID-Interface

video signal csync to CID-Interface

table 4: general pin description of a SCART-connector
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o successfully tested CID-types so far:
1.

CID-hardware version HWD3, Astra-H:

fig. 37: rear view of the CID-sticker, hardware version HWD3

fig. 38: 2-pole connector next to the jumper wire inside the opened CID identifies the hardware
version HWD3
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CID-hardware version HWD3T, Astra-H

fig. 39: rear view of the CID-sticker, hardware version HWD3T

fig. 40: the missing 2-pole connector next to the jumper wire inside the opened CID identifies
the hardware version HWD3T
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Both CID-types 1. and 2. have been successfully tested several times with the
CID-Interface V3.1. The installed TFT-panel in both CID-types must be
Toshiba LTA065B090D (see fig. 42).

fig. 41: installed TFT-panel LTA065B090D inside the CID

comment:
The pictures on page 1 do not represent the real quality of the external video
playback. In reality the video is free of horizontal and vertical stripes and
flickering, also if the CID is dimmed.
The bad picture quality is caused by resampling the pictures down to 150 dpi
during conversion into PDF-format. With no resampling the file size of the PDF
would be approx. 40MB.
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